As America's foremost pro-white socio-political organization, the National Socialist Movement (NSM / NSM88.ORG) condemns the useless violence taking place at the hands of blacks in Baltimore, Maryland. We believe this violence must be addressed, and not just swept under society's multicultural rug of awareness.

We know that feelings run deep, with what seems like yet another bout with alleged police brutality against the black race. We are not saying the police were correct in their alleged actions regarding the handling of Freddie Gray. But burning a major American city fuels nothing of any lasting and positive value, nor does it provide rational input to the process. It does, however, reinforce some of the negative stereotypes of perception that have been accused of black people.

The National Socialist Movement is weighing the possibility of sending in patrols comprised of our members and supporters. We are also considering having a rally in Baltimore. We need to strike hope into the hearts of the whites there who are suffering, just as fear is being perpetuated by black rioting and anarchist-like actions.
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